Georgia Law Needs Clarification:
Does it Take Willful or Wanton Misconduct to Defeat a Contractual “Exculpatory” Clause, or Will Gross Negligence Suffice?

by Robert B. Gilbreath and C. Shane Keith

Dating back to at least 1915, the law in Georgia has been that to avoid a liability-limiting or exculpatory clause in a contract governing the parties’ relationship, a plaintiff must establish that the defendant engaged in willful or wanton misconduct. Starting in the late 1970s, however, the Court of Appeals—unintentionally it seems—planted the seeds for a gross-negligence standard. Now, there exists a parallel line of cases, one indicating that willful or wanton misconduct must be established, and the other suggesting that gross negligence is sufficient.

The two standards are very different. Willful or wanton conduct reflects a willful intent to inflict the injury or conduct that was so reckless or charged with indifference to the consequences, as to justify the jury in finding a wantonness equivalent in spirit to actual intent. Gross negligence means the failure to exer-
cise that degree of care that every man of common sense, however inattentive he may be, exercises under the same or similar circumstances, or lack of the diligence that even careless men are accustomed to exercise. A party acts with gross negligence when it fails to exercise even a slight degree of care. Compared to many other jurisdictions, Georgia’s threshold for establishing gross negligence is very low. This article will show that, at least in commercial cases, the weight of authority requires courts to continue applying the willful or wanton standard, not the gross negligence standard.

Formerly, it was clear that willful or wanton was the controlling standard.

Before 1979, Georgia law was clear that to avoid a liability-limiting clause in a contract governing the parties’ relationship, the plaintiff was required to establish that the defendant’s conduct rose to the level of willful or wanton. Thus, for example, in a 1975 case involving meat that spoiled after a rental truck’s refrigeration unit failed, the Court of Appeals of Georgia held that the rental company’s contractual limitation of liability was enforceable because the plaintiff had not alleged any willful or wanton misconduct. That same year, the Court of Appeals affirmed summary judgment for the defendant in a case involving a vehicle lease contract containing a liability-limiting clause because the plaintiff did not “claim that its damages were caused by acts of wanton and wilful misconduct by defendant.”

The gross negligence standard makes its first appearance in telephone directory cases.

The drift toward a gross negligence standard began in a 1979 case involving the phone company’s failure to publish a customer’s yellow pages advertisement, Tucker v. Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company. In Tucker, the Court of Appeals of Georgia explained that for the customer to avoid the limitation of liability in the parties’ contract, the plaintiff was required to show willful or wanton conduct. Then, however, the Court launched into a discussion of the standards for proving gross negligence. The Court seems to have mistakenly conflated willful or wanton misconduct with gross negligence—two standards that Georgia courts have repeatedly held are not synonymous. The Court in Tucker cited a 1977 decision, Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company v. C & S Realty Company, for its discussion of the types of evidence needed to establish gross negligence, but C & S Realty discussed and applied the gross negligence standard only because the parties’ contract explicitly stated that the limitation of liability would not apply if the phone company acted with gross negligence. C & S Realty did not hold that even without such an express qualifier, gross negligence is sufficient to defeat a limitation of liability.

After Tucker, the Court of Appeals of Georgia in Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company v. Coastal Transmission Service, Inc., overlooked that the contract in C & S Realty established a gross negligence standard. The Court’s opinion in Coastal Transmission could be read as suggesting that any contractual exculpatory clause may be defeated by a showing of either willful or wanton misconduct or gross negligence. On the other hand, Coastal Transmission involved telephone directories, and one could argue that the Court was referring exclusively to the typical telephone directory exculpatory clause of the day, which limited the telephone company’s liability only for “errors and omissions.” That language could be construed as exculpating liability for ordinary, but not gross, negligence.

The Court of Appeals of Georgia begins to apply the gross negligence standard in some cases while continuing to apply the willful or wanton standard in others.

Despite these telephone directory cases, the Court of Appeals of Georgia, after 1983, continued to hold in commercial cases that willful or wanton conduct was required to defeat a contractual exculpatory clause. For example, in a 1984 case involving a fire-detection system that failed to work properly, the Court explained that “[a] clause in a contract limiting one’s liability...
for negligent acts does not serve to limit one’s liability for wilful or wanton conduct.”19 In a 1988 case involving a burglar alarm system that failed to operate properly, the Court cited the same rule in support of its holding.20 The Court also stated and applied the same rule in 2001 and 2004 commercial cases.21

Starting in 2000, however, the Court of Appeals, in a series of cases, stated that proof that the defendant’s conduct was grossly negligent would defeat an exculpatory clause. The first such case, Barbazza v. International Motor Sports Association, Inc., involved a personal injury claim.22 The Court declared, “[a]n injured party may recover for acts of gross negligence despite a valid release for negligence.”23 Oddly, as support for that statement, the Court cited two earlier decisions holding that willful or wanton conduct, not gross negligence, was required.24 Once again, the Court appears to have been under the misapprehension that willful or wanton conduct and gross negligence are synonymous.

Since Barbazza, the Court of Appeals has held or stated several times that gross negligence is sufficient to defeat an exculpatory clause.25 Those cases, however, are personal injury and reputational injury cases and, in one instance, a suit by trust beneficiaries against the trustee. The Court of Appeals has suggested that commercial contract cases are to be treated differently for exculpatory clause purposes.26 The Court has largely continued to require a finding of willful or wanton misconduct to avoid the contract’s limitations on liability.27

The Court of Appeals of Georgia mistakenly imports the gross negligence standard into a commercial case.

In a 2002 commercial case, however, the Court of Appeals declared that “exculpatory clauses do not relieve a party from liability for acts of gross negligence.”28 The decision in Colonial Properties Realty Limited Partnership v. Louder Construction Company, Inc., involved a subrogation claim by a property owner’s insurer against a construction company that damaged an apartment building.29 The Court held that a waiver-of-subrogation clause would be defeated by a showing of gross negligence on the defendant’s part and reversed summary judgment for the defendant because whether the defendant acted with gross negligence was a fact question for the jury.30 For the proposition that gross negligence will defeat a contractual exculpatory clause, the court in Colonial Properties cited Barbazza, but as discussed earlier, Barbazza mistakenly conflated gross negligence and willful or wanton misconduct when it cited two prior Georgia cases, both of which specifically required willful or wanton misconduct, not gross negligence.

Further, the holding in a personal injury case like Barbazza arguably should not control in a commercial case. As a New Jersey court aptly summarized the issue in an alarm system case: “[T]his case only involves the validity of an exculpatory clause as applied to property loss for which the buyer of an alarm system may obtain its own insurance coverage. It does not involve the validity of such a clause as applied to a personal injury claim, with respect to which differently public policy considerations would have to be evaluated.”31

Finally, in addition to erroneously conflating gross negligence with willful or wanton misconduct, Colonial also incorrectly equated a waiver-of-subrogation clause with an exculpatory clause when it stated that a waiver-of-subrogation clause is defeated by a showing of gross negligence.32 Courts distinguish between exculpatory clauses and waiver-of-subrogation clauses, the latter of which simply shifts the source of compensation without restricting the injured party’s ability to recover.33 Subrogation waivers thus deter litigation and help parties avoid higher costs that result from having multiple insurance policies and overlapping coverage.34 No other Georgia decision has held that a waiver-of-subrogation clause is defeated by gross negligence.35

Because courts uniformly reject the notion that a waiver-of-subrogation clause is an exculpatory clause, the majority rule is that the clause will bar a subrogation claim based on gross negligence.36 These clauses are not contrary to public policy unless they purport to waive subrogation rights for damages caused by an intentional injury.37

Conclusion

Georgia law on the standard for avoiding a contractual liability limitation or exculpatory clause needs clarifying. Willful or wanton conduct is the proper standard in commercial cases because public policy does not require a gross-negligence exception.38 This is particularly true given that, in Georgia, as compared to some other states, gross negligence is barely a step above ordinary negligence.

For businesses dealing with one another in an arm’s length transaction, the showing necessary to avoid a contractual promise should be higher than mere gross negligence. After all, it is “the paramount public policy” of Georgia that courts “will not lightly interfere with the freedom of parties to contract.”39 And as one court explained in upholding an exculpatory clause: “In this commercial setting . . . no overriding public interest and no special relationship between the parties exists which would warrant relieving the plaintiff of its contract.”40

Georgia courts should uphold a limitation of liability or exculpatory clause against a gross negligence challenge when the clause is “part of a bargain in fact between business concerns that have dealt with one another at arm’s length in a commercial setting.”41 Freedom of contract allows commercial par-
ties to “use their business judgment to exculpate claims for liability in exchange for lower cost.”

Meanwhile, waiver-of-subrogation clauses, which are not exculpatory clauses, should be upheld unless the defendant intentionally caused the plaintiff’s damages.
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